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Background: The pattern of obesity as decided by body fat distribution is an important predictor of adverse
health effects such as diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and coronary events. Waist hip ratio has been
correlated with cardiovascular risk. Obesity is been known to cause restrictive respiratory impairment however;
the effect of body fat distribution on the respiratory system is often underappreciated and limited evidence is
available on spirometric pulmonary function in subjects with different body fat distribution.  Hence here is a
need to know weather pattern of obesity affects pulmonary function.

Objectives: 1) To measure Waist Hip ratio (WHR) of subjects having BMI of more than 23 kg/m2 and based on this
form two groups, one with apple and the other with pear shape fat distribution 2) To measure FVC and FEV1 in
subjects of the above two groups.3) To compare FVC, FEV1 and %FEV1/FVC in above two groups.

Methodology: In this comparative study a total of 182 subjects comprising of 91 subjects of Apple shaped and
Pear shaped each were recruited in a period of 6 months.

Study Settings: The study was conducted in the outpatient Physiotherapy department of a tertiary care hospital.
The subjects in the study belonged to age group of 18-40 years. The mean age of the enrolled subjects was 29
years.

Outcome measure: 1.FVC (L)  2. %FEV1 /FVC

Results: The present study provides the evidence that FVC and %FEV1/FVC values are not statistically different in
apple and pear shaped fat distribution individuals. Although both apple and pear shaped individuals showed
%FEV1/FVC value more than 70% predicted, apple shaped individuals showed greater obstructive tendency i.e.
reduced flow rates as compared to pear shaped individuals. Also more individuals of apple shaped showed
restrictive pattern as compared to pear shaped.

Conclusion:  There was no statistically significant difference in the pulmonary function test in the two groups but
there is a possibility of subclinical reduction in pulmonary function more in apple shaped than in pear shaped
individuals
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INTRODUCTION
Obesity is a metabolic disease that impairs
health-related quality of life and is a major
cause of morbidity and mortality. It is also known
to be strongly linked with respiratory symptoms
and diseases [1]. Body mass index (BMI) is a
simple index of weight-for-height that is
commonly used to classify underweight, over-
weight and obesity in adults. WHO defines BMI
as the weight in kilograms divided by the square
of height in meters (kg/m2). The International
Association for the Study of Obesity (IASO), the
International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) and the
WHO proposed BMI cut-points 23.0 - 24.9 kg/
m2 for being overweight and > 25.0 kg/m2 for
obesity in adult Asians [2,3]. (Table1)
Body fat distribution is an important predictor
of adverse health events such as diabetes,
hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and coronary
events, Waist-to hip ratio (WHR) measure is
used to determine body fat distribution [4]. Two
distinct patterns of obesity are recognized in the
general population. Android or apple shape in
which there is deposition of body fat predomi-
nantly in upper body  i.e. visceral deposits at
the level of the waist and subcutaneous depos-
its on the back and gynoid or pear shaped in
which the fat is deposited mainly in the lower
body, i.e. on the thighs and buttocks [5].
Spirometry measures lung volume, capacity, rate
of flow, and gas exchange. Forced vital capacity
is the primary indicator of lung volume. A
reduction in FVC is diagnostic of restrictive
impairment. FEV1 is the volume of air exhaled
in the first second of forced expiration and is
influenced by lung volume and airflow
obstruction. The ratio of FEV1 and FVC as
percentage is diagnostic of obstructive
pulmonary impairment. During forced expiration
a normal individual can exhale 75% of FVC in
first second of exhalation [6].
Obesity is associated with reductions in lung
volumes, particularly forced vital capacity (FVC)
and %FEV1/FVC. Considering the respiratory
comorbidity in obese individuals, we propose
that the effect of fat distribution in obese may
have a differential effect on FVC and FEV1 [7].

sampling. It is a one-time assessment study, 25
minutes per subject. Institutional ethic commit-
tee approval was taken. All subjects satisfying
the inclusion criteria in age group 18-40 years
with BMI above 23 kg/m2 (overweight and obese
individuals) were included in the study. The
informed written consent was obtained.
Study procedure
1. Body weight was measured to the nearest
0.10 kg, without footwear with participants
lightly dressed using a portable beam scale.
Body height was measured to the nearest
millimetre in bare feet using a wall mounted
measuring tape with the subjects back and heels
touching the wall. BMI was calculated as body
weight (kg) divided by height (m) squared.
2. Waist circumference (cm) was measured from
the approximate midpoint between the lower
margin of the last palpable rib and the top of
the iliac crest (WHO, 2008).
3. The hip circumference (cm) was measured
around the widest portion of the buttocks. Waist
hip ratio was calculated.
4. WHR value was used to determine body type.
(WHR  > 0.88 in men and  > 0.81 in females was
considered as apple shaped and the remaining
were considered as pear shaped (Table 2) [3].
5. Based on the above categorization two groups
were obtained i.e. apple and pear fat distribu-
tion. PFT was recorded with DT spiro masteros
machine in standing position. The predicted
Values of FVC and FEV1 given by the spirometer
machine were recorded.
6. Three readings of FVC and FEV1 were taken
and the best of three values was selected for
the study. The FVC and FEV1 observed values
were noted and %FEV1/FVC ratio was calculated.

METHODOLOGY
Total 182 samples were recruited by purposive
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Table 1: Obesity classification for Asian population.

BMI 
(kg/m2)

Asian population 
(WHO)

23-24.9 Overweight

Table 2: WHR values to classify into apple and pear
shape fat distribution.

Waist Hip Ratio Apple shape Pear shape

Male ≥0.88 <0.88
Female ≥0.81 <0.81
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Statistical analysis: Data was entered in
Microsoft excel and analysed using SPSS
software version 23. Subjects were screened
until a total of 182 participants who met the
study criteria were recruited in study such that
91 participants were obtained in the two groups.
The mean and standard deviation of observed
FVC and FEV1 and %FEV1/FVC was calculated
for both the groups. Normality of the data was
measured using Shapiro Wilk normality test and
the data collected was found to be not normally
distributed. Comparison of FVC and %FEV1/FVC
between apple and pear shape fat distribution
was performed using non-parametric Mann
Whitney test. The test was carried out at 5%
significance. Confidence interval (CI) of 95% was
chosen. P value <0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant.

Two groups  were compared using Mann Whitney
test and results were non-significant (p
value=0.534)

RESULTS

This comparative study recruited 182 samples.
The mean BMI of both groups was in range of
Grade one obese 25.00-29.9 kg/m2. The mean
WHR of apple and pear shape individuals was
0.88 and 0.78 respectively. The comparison
among the  two groups is seen in table 3.
Table 4 shows the mean predicted values of FVC
for apple shaped are 2.76L and for pear shape
are 2.77L. The mean of observed values of FVC
was 2.59L in both the groups however they
differed in standard deviation.Table 5 shows the
median values of FVC for apple and pear shaped
groups that indicate nearly 50% of the subjects
have values below 2.60L in apple shaped group
and below 2.68L in pear shaped group.

Table3: Baseline categorical data.

Males (count) 17 12

Females (count) 74 69

Weight (kg) 71.55±13.96 69.24±9.39

Height (cm) 159.16±8.81 158.93±8.05

BMI kg/m2 28.21±4.17 27.50±3.81

Waist 
circumference(cm)

93.44±10.31 86.22±6.99

Hip  circumference 
(cm)

106.27±10.22 109.45±8.56

WHR 0.88±0.05 0.78±0.04

Age (years) 26.56±5.9627.27±6.39

Pear shaped  
(Mean ± SD)

Apple shaped 
(Mean ± SD) 

Table 4: Pulmonary function in two groups.

Predicted FVC (L) 2.76±0.52 2.77±0.44

Observed FVC (L) 2.59±0.93 2.59±0.67

Predicted FEV1 (L) 2.32±0.42 2.34±0.39

Observed FEV1 (L) 2.11±0.73 2.24±0.66

Observed %FEV1/FVC 83.2±16.39 87.3±14.31

Value
Pear shape                 

(Mean ± SD)
Apple shape   
(Mean ± SD)

Table 5: FVC characteristics in two groups.

Apple Pear
Count (N) N=91 N=91

Minimum 0.89 (L) 0.74 (L)
Maximum 6.93 (L) 4.04 (L)

Percentile 05 1.17 (L) 1.24 (L)

Percentile 25 2.10 (L) 2.31 (L)

Median 2.60 (L) 2.68 (L)

Percentile 75 3.00 (L) 2.97 (L)

Percentile 95 4.24 (L) 3.77 (L)

Mean 2.59 (L) 2.59 (L)

Standard Deviation 0.93 (L) 0.67 (L)

Obesity type

Best of 3  
FVC(L)

Table 6: Characteristics of FEV1 in two groups.

A P
Count N=91 N=91

Minimum 0.57 (L) 0.53 (L)
Maximum 4.20 (L) 3.77 (L)

Percentile 05 0.86 (L) 1.01 (L)

Percentile 25 1.60 (L) 1.92 (L)
Median 2.20 (L) 2.28 (L)

Percentile 75 2.45 (L) 2.61 (L)
Percentile 95 3.32 (L) 3.33 (L)

Mean 2.11 (L) 2.24 (L)

Standard Deviation 0.73 (L) 0.66 (L)

Obesity type

Best of 3 
FEV1 (L)
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Fig. 1: Measurement of PFT using DT spiro (masteros)
machine.
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A P

Count N=12 N=4 N=16
% of subjects with  

%FEV1/FVC less than 70%
75.00% 25.00% 100%

% of obstructive individuals 
among 91 of each group

13.20% 4.40% 8.80%

Obesity type

Obstructive 0.036 (S)

P value Total 

Table 7: Frequency distribution
of flow pattern i.e. %FEV1/FVC.

DISCUSSION

(S= Significant)

The median values of FVC and FEV1 of both the
groups are close to their predicted values. The
FVC, %FEV1/FVC values between the two groups
were compared and the results were non-
significant. It is observed that pear shaped show
better flow as compared to apple shape. It
implies that apple shaped fat distribution among
over weight and obese individuals have signifi-
cantly more individuals showing obstructive
pattern as compared to those with pear shaped
fat distribution.
Ajmani et al, Devershetty, Mohammed Al
Ghobain in their study showed that FVC and
FEV1 values did not show any significant
changes in high and low BMI group [8-10].  It
was found that female subjects tend to have
lower PFT values as their respiratory muscle
endurance and chest wall compliance is lower
than that of males and that spirometric abnor-
malities in subjects of mild to moderate obesity

Table 4 the predicted values of FEV1 are 2.32L
for apple shaped and for pear shaped is 2.34L.
The observed value of FEV1 is 2.11L for apple
shaped and 2.24L for pear shaped. In table 6
the median values of FEV1 for apple and pear
shaped groups indicate that nearly 50% of the
subjects have values below 2.20L in apple
shaped group and below 2.28L in pear shaped
group. Two groups were compared using Mann
Whitney test and results were non-significant
(p value=0.194).
% FEV1 /FVC observed value for apple shaped
is 83.2% and pear shaped is 87.3%. Table 7
shows frequency distribution of apple and pear
shaped subjects with respect to %FEV1/FVC
shows that 12 out of 91 samples of apple shape
and only 4 out of 91of pear shaped show
obstruction. It is seen that out of 91 individuals
of each group 13.2% of apple shaped show
obstruction and only 4.4% of pear shaped
individuals show obstruction.

represent restrictive defect whereas subjects
with severe and morbid obesity show air flow
obstruction [9].  Our study results are in accor-
dance to above studies.
G. K. Sudhir found mixed pattern of pulmonary
function with 7 subjects which was significantly
higher in the obese group compared with
normal. Obstructive pattern of pulmonary
function was seen only among the overweight
and obese groups with 8 subjects having this
pattern out of 100, which was significant with
obese group [11].  As majority of the subjects in
our study were in group of grade 1 obesity we
found normal pattern (91.2% of subjects).
Harik-Khan et al in their gender based study
showed that there is an association of fat
distribution and pulmonary function using waist
hip ratio and they also reported no inverse
association of FEV1 and waist hip ratio in
females  [12,13,14].  Sable et al, Rasslan et al
found that WHR is a more important determi-
nant of pulmonary function in women than in
men. WHR is a significant predictor of FEV1 in
women only [15,16]. Our study had majority of
female population (78.57%) due to availability
this may explain poor correlation in our subjects.
Also, the studies conducted in Children have
study results similar to our study. Khan Sara
found that in girls adiposity was not associated
with poor lung function [17].  Boran et al
concluded in his study that no correlation was
observed between pulmonary function
parameters and anthropometric measurements
pulmonary function test parameters of the mildly
obese children were similar to those of the
normal weight children however 3 out of 80
children had an obstructive pattern [18].
In contrast to our study Alselevany et al showed
FVC and FEV1 were significantly lower in
central obesity group compared to periphery
obesity group while FEV1% in central obesity
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also decrease chest wall compliance thereby
increasing the metabolic demands and workload
of breathing in the obese even when at rest. It
is plausible that hypoxia due to chronic obstruc-
tion may then trigger the sympathetic nervous
system activity leading to increased pulmonary
vascular resistance. Consequently, the capacity
for air in the lungs decreases. These changes
are seen when abdominal obesity shows restric-
tive pattern.
There is another mechanism by which adiposity
causes reduced pulmonary functions. It is linked
with the fact that adiposity is a low-grade
inflammatory condition and is associated to
insulin resistance. Fat cells act as a type of
endocrine cell, and adipose tissue as an
endocrine organ. Central type obesity can lead
to an imbalance in the production of several
metabolic products, adipokines and cytokines.
It has been suggested that visceral adipose
tissue influences circulating concentrations of
interleukin-6, tumour necrosis factor-a, resistin,
free fatty acids, leptin and adiponectin (fat
cell-derived products). These cytokines may
cause systemic inflammation which is thought
to be associated with reduced pulmonary
function. Also the release of leptin an
inûammatory marker on the lung tissue slightly
effects on airway diameter causes obstructive
pattern. Obesity is a pro inflammatory condition
and hence could contribute to airway hyper
responsiveness leading to obstruction [27].
There are gender differences in the pattern of
fat distribution. Males tend to accumulate a
much higher proportion of body fat in the
viscera so their WHR is likely to be strongly
dependent on intra-abdominal fat depots which
impair the work of the diaphragm in exhaling
air from the lungs. Contrast to this in females.
WHR expresses primarily the subcutaneous
adiposity, an aspect of fat distribution having
little or no bearing on the work of the diaphragm
[15].  Since our study included majority of
female subjects this gender impact of fat could
play a major role.
This study aimed to compare spirometric pul-
monary functions in apple and pear shaped fat
distribution. The results of the study revealed
that FVC and %FEV1/FVC are not different in two
groups statistically.

group was higher than peripheral obesity group
but the difference was statistically not signifi-
cant [19].  Canoy et al analysed the association
of WHR with FVC and FEV1 in both men and
women and found a significant inverse
association however the study population was
from age group of 45–79 years [20].
Also the study conducted by Ochs-Balcom et al,
Saxena et al, Collins et al, Steele et al [21-24]
reported that WHR had significant negative
relations with FVC and FEV1 which contrasts our
study results.
It is well established that obesity decreases
both lung and chest compliance and hence
decreases the lung volumes and capacities.
There is an increase in resistance to outflow of
air in obesity [25]. The pattern of pulmonary
function worsens with the degree of obesity
moving from a restrictive pattern in mild to
moderate obesity with both FEV 1 and FVC
reduced and %FEV1/FVC ratio being normal to
an obstructive pattern in severe and morbid
obesity with significant decrease in FEV 1 and
%FEV1/FVC ratio being decreased [11].
As the airways undergo narrowing and close at
a higher than normal closing volumes due to its
hyper-responsiveness and increased smooth
muscle tone induced by obesity we get to see
mixed pattern. The changes seen with initial
weight gain is that there is relative increase in
muscle strength and so pulmonary function
initially increases but further increase in body
weight reduces lung function due to obesity [26].
Abdominal obesity causes mechanical effects
because of reductions in chest wall compliance,
respiratory muscle strength and function, lung
volumes and peripheral airway size. Abdominal
fat may limit lung expansion by altering pres-
sure-volume characteristics of the thorax and
restrict the descent of the diaphragm. The lung
bases show reduced ventilation which can lead
to the closure of peripheral lung units, ventila-
tion to perfusion ratio abnormalities and arte-
rial hypoxemia. The work of breathing is
increased and expiratory reserve volume is
reduced. These changes can also lead to
reduced forced vital capacity (FVC). Abdominal
fat compresses the lungs and diaphragm result-
ing in lower FEV1, FVC measurements [1]. Fat
deposits between the muscles and the ribs may
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CONCLUSION

The present study provides the evidence that
FVC and %FEV1/FVC values are not different in
apple and pear shaped fat distribution individu-
als. However, Apple shaped individuals show
greater obstructive tendency i.e. reduced flow
rates as compared to pear shaped individuals.
Also there were more number of apple shaped
subjects with obstructive and restrictive pattern
as compared to those in pear shaped subjects.
It is clinically important to document pulmonary
function while evaluating a subject for weight
loss program. Presence of obstruction may limit
the exercise performance in them.

BMI- Body Mass Index.
WHR- Waist Hip Ratio.
WC- Waist circumference.
FVC- Forced Vital capacity.
FEV1- Forced Expiratory Volume in first second
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